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Dear Andrew

As you could no doubt tell from our telephone conversations
last Friday, I am astonished by the news that a Nintendo
themed promotion with a scratch-off mechanic has been
launched by Shell.

In my view the promotion is clearly in breach of the
confidentiality terms of our document dated 4th June 1992,
(for a 1993 promotional slot) presented under the title:-

"PROPOSAL FOR A NINTENDO THEMED PROMOTIONAL GAME"

The "BIG IDEA" disclosed in our proposal was for a
promotional game on Shell forecourts based on a Nintendo
theme and Nintendo product prizes. That is precisely what
you are now running.

I have reflected on the comments you made during our
telephone conversations but frankly, the more I consider the
situation, the more amazed I become by your response.

You imply that we are bad losers, that we are trying to take
advantage of our long relationship with Shell, that it is
just hard luck in a hard world. These are very unfair and
inappropriate remarks given the circumstances involved. In
fact, we only wish to be treated fairly, as we have been by
your predecessors.

You also said that the promotion is not a promotional game.
Yet, at another point in our discussions, that it is Shell's
first game since 'Star Trek. However, the issue is put beyond
any doubt by the fact that your own rules describe the
scratch-off leaflets, as "game leaflets".

Cont'd/ ...
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I mentioned during our discussions the main similarities with
the "BIG IDEA" we presented - the same theme, a scratch-off
mechanic, some identical Nintendo product prizes, etc. You
pointed out the differences - a different design, different
format and some additional Nintendo prizes.

However, when we propose a promotional game concept, the
initial visual and overall prize structure sometimes bear
little resemblance to the final developed promotion, although
still constituting an execution of the basic original
idea.

One relevant example is "Bruce's Lucky Deal" which_ was
originally presented to Shell with an entirely different name
(Lucky 7) and an entirely different design and format. The
format evolved into "Lucky Deal", for which sample gamepieces
were supplied to Shell for your sales force to play and test.
Then the format and name was changed into "Bruce's Lucky
Deal" . Shell paid us a £50,000 concept fee based on the
originality of the overall concept, which was the first of
its kind on UK petrol forecourts. The developed concept was
sufficiently successful to subsequently be taken up by Irish
Shell, with further fees paid to Don Marketing for use of the
concept, provision of gamepieces, and for game management
services.

Roger Sotherton and I have now had an opportunity to discuss
the matter and to examine the notes he made during our
presentation of the concept to you on 4 June 1992. I advised
during the meeting that we had already approached Bandai UK
Limited (Nintendo's UK arm) and obtained their consent to
the principle of a Nintendo themed petrol sales promotion
before making our presentation. We showed you the materials
they had provided and our proposal also included information
supplied by Nintendo in a fax to me dated 21st May 1992. We
also brought a Game Boy with us for you to see. You were not
enthusiastic about the concept because you thought it too
child-orientated, but raised no other objections and did not
completely dismiss the idea. Indeed, you mentioned that it
might be considered for research at a later date. This is
why you retained the two copies of our proposal and the
initial visuals.
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I raised the concept again in my faxed letter dated 19
February 1993, reminding you to consider it for research.
You faxed back a handwritten note on the letter intimating
you would be back in touch when you had made any further
progress. We now know that within a matter of weeks after my
fax, planning was under way for a promotion based on the
"BIG IDEA" we had proposed.

I made it clear to David Patton right from my first contact
with him, that ALL information provided to him regarding a
Nintendo themed game to promote petrol sales, was supplied on
a strictly confidential basis and that the game design
supplied, which he described as "brilliant", was purely an
initia 1 visual. A11 let ters sent to him were ma-rked
"Strictly Confidential", as was the proposal I supplied for
their information, prior to receiving consent from them to
approach Shell.

Following the presentation on 4 June, I advised David Patton
of your response to our presentation and intimated that there
was little prospect of Shell running the promotion in the
immediate future, but there was a possibility that it would
be included in research at a later date.

However, it seems that having accepted the obvious merits of
a Nintendo tie-in with a petrol brand - a genuine "BIG IDEA",
as pointed out by us in our proposal, Nintendo then
approached one of your rivals with the same "BIG IDEA", but
with a different game format. In so doing, they took
advantage of information supplied to them on a strictly
confidential basis. As this approach was unsuccessful, they

..-. subsequently contacted Shell, by which time, you had
apparently changed your mind about the theme being to child-
orientated. The conversion must have been dramatic, because
I note the promotion is currently being advertised by a full
page colour ad in the comic section of at least one national
newspaper.

Contrast Nintendo's ethics with our behaviour. Purely out of
loyalty to Shell, we did not approach any other oil company
even though we did have what you describe as a "hot idea".
I leave you to draw your own conclusion about the ethics of
Nintendo in this matter.

We are very disappointed that the loyalty and trust has not
been reciprocated by you and that a promotion we all know was
inspired by our proposal, is now running on Shell forecourts.
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As you are aware, following our first telephone discussion
last Friday, I contacted David Patton about the matter. His
comments were that the proposal was taken-up by Shell, not
Nintendo, that the mechanic was further developed by Shell
and an agency, and finally, that he is not in a position to
concede anything. Again, you must draw your own conclusions
about these comments.

You have repeatedly recommended that we urgently take action
against Nintendo (not against Shell), while the promotion is
still in progress. However, if your argument is correct that
the promotion has no relationship to our proposals, why would
you expect Nintendo to be any more likely to accept the
validity of our claim for breach of confidence, than you are
on behalf of Shell? I can only draw the conclusion -that
either you think tha t something underhand has occurred, for
which Nintendo is responsible, or you are simply trying to
pass-the-buck to them.

However, Shell was the prospective client to whom we
presented our proposal (not Nintendo), and Shell is the sole
promoter of the promotion. Consequently, Shell is the
company from whom we now seek redress.

You have admitted that you had simply forgotten we had ever
presented a promotional game with a Nintendo theme. However,
"forgetting" is an unacceptable defence.

I must also say that your forgetfulness is surprising given
my fax to you on 19 February about the Nintendo promotion and
my regular monthly telephone call asking whether any progress
had been made. During the last few months, the reply was
that Shell senior management were still 'in the process of
making a fundamental decision in regard to continuing with
short term activity, or returning' to a long term basis for
promotions. It is now obvious that during the most recent
contact calls, you gave me the above response when you were
actually proceeding with planning for the current promotion.

Although we were the first agency to propose a promotional
game link with video games to you - a "BIG IDEA" never used
before by any UK petrol brand, nor as far as I know, for any
overseas petrol promotion, we now find that you have adopted
it without Don Marketing receiving any credi t or payment.
This is wrong both on moral and legal grounds.
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SPECULATIVE PROPOSALS

When presentations are made on a speculati ve basis it is
surely essential that an agency has confidence that the
client will respect terms of confidentiality attached to the
proposal. As you are aware, we have submitted a series of
proposals on this basis. They involved quite substantial
costs which we were prepared to speculate on the basis of
being treated fairly by you.

It cannot be fair if an agency responsible for an original
idea is forgotten or discarded when you do decide to develop
a derivative of that proposal. After 10 years of working for

/~, Shell we were entitled to expect better. I do not believe
your somewhat cavalier attitude to this aspect will be
supported by your senior management.

SUGGESTEDFEE

You have asked me to state the fee we are claiming.

If the promotion had been adopted for the normal 3 month
period, we would have sought fees in line with those agreed
for the Star Trek promotion i.e. a £50,000 concept fee, plus
agency commission on all game materials, which could have
amounted to an additional £260,000.

However, the promotional period is for one month only.
Assuming that we would have agreed to a short term
exploitation of the concept, the fees would probably have
been substantially reduced - possibly to a concept fee of
£25,000, plus print commission amounting to an extra £99,000,
making a to tal 0 f around £ 124 ,000. These sums are based on
our rough estimate for 32 million secure game leaflets at
say, £17.50 per 1,000.

However, in an effort to resolve the matter amicably and
hopefully move on to further opportunities with Shell, I
suggest, on a without prejudice basis, a sum of £50,000 as a
a full and final settlement. The suggested sum bears in mind
the fact that we have not had to make any further input into
the development of the game.

I would ask you to take into account when considering this
suggestion, our loss of credit for devising a "BIG IDEA"
which you are now exploiting. Please also bear in mind the
fact that we have lost the opportunity to make the promotion
available to other Shell markets, as we did with "Bruce's
Lucky Deal".
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CONCLUSION

Although flattered by your comments about Don Marketing and
pleased to hear about the prospects of further business, I do
see this current matter as one of principle.

Let me summarise what actually happened. We presented a
promotional game proposal with a Nintendo theme to you a year
ago for a 1993 slot - a "BIG IDEA" for Shell forecourts. A
fax I sent to you on 19th February 1993 suggested you
consider the Nintendo proposal for research. You wrote a
comment on the fax acknowledging receipt and promised to get

.back in contact "as soon as we've made any further progress".
Within a matter of weeks, planning was underway to launch a

/-, promotional game with a Nintendo theme on your forecourts.

You have already acknowledged that we have grounds to be
aggrieved, that the promotion theme we proposed was original,
and that the idea was a "hot property". Thelatter are
important elements in regard to determining the value of a
"BIG IDEA", because a novel theme can add considerable
charisma and impact to a promotion.

However, despi te conceding these points, you have not been
prepared to also accept that some payment is due to Don
Marketing as the originator of t~BIG IDEA". But unless you
are prepared to concede this, there will simply be no point,
after over an hour of telephone discussions and this
extensive letter, in either of us wasting time in a meeting.

If this remains your position, I request that you pass the
matter to Mr David Varney and provide him with copies of all
relevant information. I appreciate that in any event, senior
management authority would probably be needed with regard to
the proposed settlement figure.

We have always found
scrupulously fair. It is
will rely on with regard
matter.

Shell to be highly ethical and
those fundamental qualities which I
to receiving a just hearing on this

I have provided some additional background information as a 3
page appendix to this letter. It includes comments on the
potential problem you may have wi th the promotion, due to
insecure game leaflets.



FURTHER BACKGROUND INFORMATION

THE SIMILARITIES

I repeat again for the record the similarities between the
"BIG IDEA" promotional game we proposed and the promotional
game launched last Friday.

1) The promotion has a Nintendo video games theme created to
exploit the huge popularity of their products.

2) It uses a scratch-off mechanic.

3) Game Boys and Game Boy Paks are offered as major prLzes.
(We also have a question mark about the poster prizes)

4) Just like the game we proposed (EVERY CARD CAN WIN),
every game leaflet contains a hidden prize - "EVERYONE A
WINNER!

5) The background colour for the leaflet is the same as that
shown on our game card -'yet this does not appear to be a
standard colour used in Nintendo materials.

6) A phrase in the copy of your newspaper ads, referring to
the appeal of the promotion to all age groups - children
and adults, states: "whether you're 6 or 66". In our
proposal the phrase states: "children of all ages, from 7
to 70." As this type of phrase i6 not used in any
Nintendo materials, I would ask you to draw your own
conclusions where it originated from.

7) Super Mario Land is featured on all game and advertising
materials.

THE ESSO "NOUGHTS & CROSSES" GAME

You expressed an interest in the legal action between Esso
Petroleum and J & H International regarding the Esso "Noughts
& Crosses" game, which received considerable publicity in the
marketing press. The main issue was breach of confidence and
the case hinged on the originality of the idea of using
"Noughts & Crosses" as the basis for a petrol forecourt
scratch card game.

Esso maintained that "Noughts and Crosses" (also widely known
as "Tic-Tac-Toe") is a popular game played around the world
and that there had already been a scratch card game using the
theme, although not for promoting petrol sales. After
-receiving advice from expert witnesses (including myself) and
from their lawyers, Esso settled the case out of court for a
reported sum of £200,000.



GAME SECURITY

As you are aware, we have been responsible for the provision
of several hundred million gamepieces to Shell UK and ha ve
always ensured that Shell's reputation and integrity are
safeguarded by using gamepieces which are totally secure for
the particular format.

I was therefore appalled to discover, after checking some
game leaflets obtained via a number of stations, that the
Nintendo promotion has a potential problem, because on a
large proportion of the relevant leaflets, it is possible to
identify the information hidden under the latex.

Given your expressed high regard for our expertise in these
matters, it is unfortunate that you did not ask us to check
the security of the game leaflets before they were printed.
Adequate security could have been provided at minimal extra
cost to completely avoid this problem, which can only have
arisen due to inexperience or negligence.

Although I accept that the security requirement is of a much
lower order than Star Trek, you were yoursel f surprised to
learn that the hidden information can be seen through the
latex on some game leaflets, just by holding them at an angle
in sunlight. The risk is that if anyone at a Shell Station
spots the problem and spreads the news (as tends to happen
in such cases), the creditability of the promotion could be
jeopardised. The concern would be that station staff could
pick out the higher value prizes before the relevant game

~, leaflets reach motorists.

I have attached copies of a front page story published in the
Sun newspaper which related to a Guinness promotion which
also had "see-through" problems with the latex. A copy of a
Sun cartoon ridiculing the promotion is also attached.
Unfortunately, promotions are particularly vulnerable to
media interest at this time, especially since the Hoover Free
Flights fiasco.

We obviously hope that the problem is not spotted, because if
this happens, Shell senior management would probably not be
receptive to any promotional game proposals for many years to
come. Consequently, we must all keep our fingers crossed
that your customers and staff are not as vigilant on these
matters as we are.



OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH SHELL

We proudly state in our sales brochure that Don Marketing has
supplied Shell with ALL of their major promotional games in
the last decade. Under the circumstances, it is ironic that
the brochures are now rendered out-of-date by the Nintendo
promotion.

I have always held the management of Shell in highest esteem
and am very proud of the trusting relationship which was
buil t-up between our companies during the remarkable years
following the launch of "Make Money" nearly a decade ago.
During that period, your promotions became the most
successful and memorable on British petrol forecourts and
were the envy of your competitors.

Along with Shell's own personnel, your ad agency, and the
design company, we played an important role in making the
promotions highly successful. Great camaraderie, respect and
loyalty was built-up between all of the members of the
project team.

It was because of the loyal ty to Shell which grew out of
those exciting years, that we have not supplied games to any
other oil company during the last decade, even though our
games had p~eviously run on Esso, BP, Texaco, Petrofina and
Jet forecourts.
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